Wash room equipment
Shower panels
We exclude the risk…

…the risk of leaking water pipes plastered into walls and
resulting structural damage. With our shower panels, we
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offer the option of installing the plumbing on top of, rather

Large sized basins such as babies bathtubs, laboratory

than within, the structural walls of the building, ideally with a

basins or sinks can be integrated without gaps into the

lead-in via the intermediate ceiling, both in the case of new

working surfaces finished in solid surface material and

buildings and renovations.

thus meet highest demands regarding hygiene and are
easy to clean.

The advantages are obvious: No structural damage in the
case of leakages, easy access to the technology and the
possibility of carrying out repairs panel for panel without
having to turn off the water supply for the entire shower
area.

As regards the design, your ideas know hardly any bounds.
The panels can be produced in room height or shorter,
the choice of patterns is extensive, even surface contours
can be varied upon request. And as far as the technical
equipment is concerned, your wish is our command.
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Upon your wish, we leave you out in the rain…
…as you have the choice whether our shower pa-

customers adjustable or fixed shower heads and which
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nels are equipped with shower heads out of which the

controls you would like to let them enjoy their shower to

This model offers the possibility, as demonstrated in this

water comes out flood-like, pin-like or rain-like. You

the greatest possible extent..

example, to carry out the water inflow via the water-

can also choose whether you would like to offer your

resistant intermediate ceiling.
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The technical equipment / instrumentation of the panels is
according to the intended use. Via the hinged front cover
you can swiftly access all installation elements and it is
easy to carry out maintenance work.

Your Notes
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